
Kennedy Catholic launches  

girls bowling beginning October 31 

 

If you listen closely you might be able to hear the crash of bowling pins ringing in the distance, 

and come this November the student-athletes responsible for those actions will be our own 

Lancer Girls Bowling team.  That’s because Kennedy Catholic is adding girls bowling to it’s 

offering of athletic programs with the launch of a new North Puget Sound League that will 

feature six schools – Decatur, Federal Way, Hazen, Thomas Jefferson and Todd Beamer High 

Schools along with our own Lancer squad.   

A WIAA sport since 2001 and a club sport for many years prior, girls bowling is a growing sport 

within the state as it takes place during a winter season that has less offerings that it’s fall and 

spring neighbors.  “I’m excited to bring girls bowling to Kennedy Catholic as I am confident that 

this sport will create new opportunities for a number of female student-athletes who otherwise 

wouldn’t have been involved in a winter activity,” said Sam Reed, athletic director. “Girls bowling 

offers all of the benefits and teaching opportunities that come with other team sports, and it will 

be fun to see our Lancers compete.”  

Bowling has a history at Kennedy Catholic as the school ran boys and girls programs through 

the 1980s and ‘90s, highlighted by the girls winning a state title in 1999, two years before it 

would become an officially sanctioned WIAA sport. "As we celebrate our 50th anniversary of the 

school this year," Reed added, "resurrecting this program is great way to connect our rich past 

with an exciting future." 

 

Girls Bowling Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Why girls only? Girls bowling is a WIAA sport, whereas boys bowling is not.  Many 

schools that offer girls bowling do so as a way to adhere to Federal Title IX obligations 

which require an equitable number of athletic opportunities for all students.   

 

2. Is girls bowling a sport or a recreational activity? Girls bowling at Kennedy Catholic 

will be a competition sport.  We will compete in the NPSL against 5 other schools in both 

varsity and junior varsity play.  Participants will be held to all the same expectations and 

requirements of other student-athletes at Kennedy Catholic. 

 

3. What will the bowling season look like? The first day of the WIAA girls bowling season 

is Monday, October 31.  Registration will open on Monday, October 17 for interested 

participants.  The season will consist of a pre-season jamboree, a 10-12 match schedule, 

league, districts and state playoffs.  The state tournament is February 3-4 in Tacoma.  



During the season, participants should expect 4 days per week of activities (combination 

of practices and matches). There will be no regularly scheduled events on Fridays or the 

weekend.   

 

4. Where will practices and matches take place?  Kennedy Catholic will call Hiline Lanes 

(15733 Ambaum Blvd SW, Burien) their home alley. Student-athletes needing 

transportation to practice can ride the school route that goes in that direction or drive 

themselves. Transportation will be provided for all away competitions.   

 

5. What type of experience is required, and will there be cuts?  As with any sport, prior 

experience is a benefit to building skill, but it is not required.  The team will be divided 

into varsity and junior varsity levels, although practices and competitions will happen 

together.  Cuts may be required if interest is beyond the capacity that can be safely and 

sufficiently coached and held at the alley.  Those exact numbers will be determined once 

the season begins.    

 

6. Is any personal equipment required? No, balls and shoes will be provided by the lanes 

is student-athletes do not have their own.  Team uniforms (polo shirts) will be provided 

for competitions.  Students are required to provide their own uniform bottoms (khakis or 

black pants).  Outside of pants, there are no costs required to be paid by the participants.  

All lane fees will be paid for by the school.   

 

For more information, contact Sam Reed, athletic director, at reeds@kennedyhs.org, or Tracey 

Umeda, athletic assistant, at umedat@kennedyhs.org.   
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